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A B S T R A C T

Biological apatites are characterised by various ionic substitutions within the HAp lattice that are crucial for bone
metabolism. The introduction of key role elements within synthetic calcium phosphates (CaP), mainly hy-
droxyapatite (HAp), can increase osteogenesis and enhance bone regeneration process. The lattice structure of
HAp enables cationic and anionic substitutions leading to the enhanced biological performance of synthetic bone
graft materials. This review summarises recent and relevant studies on cationic and anionic substitutions in the
HAp lattice that are commonly found in the human body. Furthermore, co-substituted HAp obtained from syn-
thetic and biological precursors, along with their influence on the bone regeneration process, has been discussed.
Finally, future perspectives for the use of substituted HAp have been presented.
1. Introduction

Recent trends in biomaterials for bone regeneration have focused on
promoting osteoinductive properties and the ability to stimulate the bone
regeneration process through the use of calcium phosphates (CaP), mainly
hydroxyapatite (HAp). Until recently, the use of growth factors such as
morphogenic protein-2 (BMP-2) in conjunction with CaP ceramics has
been widely used to enhance osteogenic properties. However, doubts have
been raised about the safety of growth factors, as they may lead to ectopic
or unwanted bone formation. Therefore, numerous studies have investi-
gated alternative pathways for osteogenic properties, i.e. bone growth
stimulation. The introduction of elements such as Naþ, Mg2þ, Zn2þ, Sr2þ,
and Si4þ within CaP, mainly HAp, may induce the desired effects [1,2].
Over the last three decades, the number of studies on substituted HAp has
been steadily growing. Until 2005, the field of substituted HAp accounted
for less than 2% of all papers, normalized to the total number of publi-
cations on HAp. After that, the percentage of publications in the field of
substituted HAp began to increase steadily, firstly to 3.3% in 2010, fol-
lowed by 6.3% in 2015, and ultimately reaching 9.5% in 2019. In addition
to the number of published articles, the number of elements studied as
possible HAp substituents has also expanded [3].

For a detailed understanding of the substitution mechanism, as well
as their effect on HAp properties and bone formation process, it is
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necessary to investigate the location and chemical environment of the
HAp structure. Two HAp crystal forms are described in the literature: a
monoclinic form in the P21/b space group and hexagonal in the P63/m
space group. The hexagonal phase is more common because the mono-
clinic form is easily destabilised by the presence of impurities and foreign
ions [4]. The hexagonal structure contains two Ca sites, namely Ca1 and
Ca2, and a phosphate assembly crossed by parallel channels filled with
OH� ions and parallel crystallographic c-axis. The Ca2 sites are arranged
in a staggered triangular array, whereas the Ca1 sites are positioned in
columns parallel to the OH� channels (Fig. 1). The hexagonal form is
characterized by the lattice parameters: a ¼ b ¼ 9.418 Å, c ¼ 6.884 Å, α
¼ β ¼ 90�, γ ¼ 120�, with a Ca/P molar ratio of 1.67 and the chemical
formula Ca14Ca26(PO1O2O32)6(OH)2 [4,5]. The flexible hexagonal
structure of HAp can incorporate a great variety of cationic (Sr2þ, Naþ,
Kþ, Mg2þ, Zn2þ, Agþ, etc.) and anionic (CO3

2�, SiO4
4�, SeO3

2�, SeO4
2�, F�,

Cl�, Br�, etc.) substitutions [6]. The four Ca1 sites are tightly bonded to
six oxygen atoms and less strongly bonded to the three oxygens with a
mean Ca1–O bond length of 0.255 nm, whereas six Ca2 sites are sur-
rounded by seven oxygen atoms with a mean Ca2–O bond length of
0.245 nm. The shorter distances between the Ca2 sites, the Ca2–O bond
length, and their strict alignment in columns make them energetically
favourable for cations of smaller size compared to Ca atoms, whereas
larger cations should be accommodated in the Ca1 site [4,5]. After
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Fig. 1. Hydroxyapatite lattice with Ca sites and substituting ions (A) and a view
of the HAp structure along c-axis (B and C) obtained by software VESTA 3.
Triangles connected to Ca2 sites are laying in the same plane, but at different
heights along the c-axis [7].

Table 1
Comparative analysis in the composition and hydroxyapatite crystal size found in
enamel, dentin, and bone, natural mineralized tissues [9].

Enamel Dentin Bone Synthetic
HAp

total inorganic
(wt%)

97 70 65 100

total organic (wt
%)

1.5 20 25 –

water (wt%) 1.5 10 10 –

crystal size (nm) 100 � 50 �
50μm

35 � 25 �
4

50 � 25 �
2-4

200–600
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substitution, HAp retains its hexagonal structure. However, minor in-
ternal strains can lead to changes in solubility, hardness, brittleness,
thermal stability, etc. [6]. Apart from the possible substitution of Ca2þ,
PO4

3� and OH� ions by trace elements in the HAp structure, they can be
incorporated in the transition region between HAp and the solution,
and/or loosely bound at the HAp surface or in the solution [5]. As
explained by Matsunaga [5], substitution of HAp sites by trace elements
can affect the bone formation process only when HAp is resorbed and
ions are released; when ions are adsorbed on the surface, they can pro-
mote cell adhesion and directly affect osteogenesis.

An increasing number of papers are being published on substituted
HAp, discussing the effects of various ionic substitutions on the
2

physicochemical and biological properties of HAp. A detailed review
papers by Boanini et al. [4], Bose et al. [1] and �Supova [8] provided an
overview of studies until 2015 on ionic substitutions in CaPs synthesised
at low temperatures, understanding of dopant-induced osteogenesis and
angiogenesis in CaP ceramics, and substituted HAp for biomedical ap-
plications, respectively. However, a detailed overview and summary re-
view of substituted HAp for potential bone regeneration applications has
not been published in recent years.

In this review paper, which is organized into several sections, the
authors first outline general knowledge about natural bone tissue, fol-
lowed by prominent functions of biological apatite and biomimetic
apatite. The third section provides a summary of the most common
cationic (Sr2þ, Mg2þ, Zn2þ, Naþ, Kþ, Liþ, Agþ, Fe2þ, Mn2þ, Cu2þ) and
anionic (CO3

2�, F�, SiO4
4�, SeO3

2�, SeO4
2�) substitutions used to enhance

the biological performance of synthetic HAp. The last section provides
recent viewpoints from the literature on co-substituted HAp obtained
from synthetic and biogenic precursors. Current trends in the design of
substituted HAp are highlighted and future perspectives are discussed.

2. Biological apatite

In biological systems, apatite can be found as the main inorganic
phase in bones, teeth and enamel with different percentages and crystal
sizes, as described in Table 1 [9]. The rest of the total mass consists
mainly of collagen, other proteins (glycoproteins, proteoglycans, sialo-
proteins, bone “gla” proteins), and water [10]. In the human body, bone
tissue has several roles: (i) mechanical function, i.e. providing mechan-
ical strength for the human locomotion system, (ii) synthetic functions, as
a suitable site for the synthesis of blood cells and (iii) metabolic roles in
the regulation of Ca2þ and PO4

3�, mineral and fat storage, as well as
maintaining acid-base balance [11]. It is a complex biomaterial with a
highly hierarchical structure at different scale length. The building blocks
of bone tissue are mineralized collagen fibers, a composite biomaterial
made of biological apatite and molecules of collagen type I. The bio-
logical apatites are nano-sized plate-like crystals, a few nanometers thick,
and a few tens of nanometers long (Fig. 2). The collagenmatrix in natural
bone tissue provides bone elastic resistance and serves as a matrix for the
deposition and growth of apatite crystals [9,12]. The crystals are
deposited in parallel with the collagen fibers, while they are later formed
by self-assembly of the collagen triple helix [11].

The low degree of crystallinity and small crystal size are closely
related to the higher solubility of biological apatites compared to stoi-
chiometric HAp [13]. However, various ionic substitutions present in
biological apatite are important for the solubility properties of apatites
present in bone, dentin, and enamel (Table 2) [4,9]. The ionic sub-
stitutions in bone lead to amenable dissolution, whereas different ionic
substitutions in enamel apatite resist dissolution. Bone apatite contains
7.4 wt% of substituted carbonate ions (CO3

2�) and tooth enamel signifi-
cantly lower amount of 3.5 wt%. The higher solubility of CO3-substituted
apatite compared to stoichiometric and non-substituted HAp can be
explained by weaker Ca–CO3 bonds compared to Ca‒PO4 bonds, which
make carbonated apatite more susceptible to dissolution [6]. The various
ionic substitutions in the biological apatite structure result in a



Fig. 2. The hierarchical structure of collagen and hydroxyapatite as main constituents of natural bone tissue.

Table 2
Comparison in the composition of human enamel, dentin, bone, and synthetic
hydroxyapatite [9].

Composition (wt%) Enamel Dentin Bone Synthetic HAp

Ca2þ 36.5 35.1 34.8 39.6
PO4

3- 17.7 16.9 15.2 18.5
Naþ 0.5 0.6 0.9 –

Mg2þ 0.44 1.23 0.72 –

Kþ 0.08 0.05 0.03 –

CO3
2- 3.5 5.6 7.4 –

F� 0.01 0.06 0.03 –

Cl� 0.30 0.01 0.13 –
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remarkably complex crystal structure. When one ion is replaced by
another with a different charge, charge compensation occurs by the
second substitution by an ion with a different charge or by vacancies in
the crystal lattice [6,13]. Due to its highly substituted structure, biolog-
ical apatite with a Ca/P molar ratio less than 1.67 is called
calcium-deficient carbonated hydroxyapatite (CDHAp) [13].

Furthermore, bone can be described as a biomineral medium for key
role cells such as stem cells, osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts. Stem
cells are multipotent cells which can differentiate into chondrocytes,
adipocytes, tenocytes, myoblasts, and osteoblasts [10]. Osteoblasts are
responsible for the growth and remodelling of bone and are thought to
play the role of synthesis, deposition, and mineralization of the bone
matrix by producing a protein mixture called osteoid. Osteocytes are the
most abundant cells in bone tissue with a stellate morphology. These cells
are inactive osteoblasts encapsulated in the formed bone and are crucial
for several biochemical signalling pathways. Bone-lining cells are inac-
tive osteoblasts located on the bone surface. Osteoclasts are differenti-
ated from the hematopoietic lineage and are bone resorption cells as they
release enzymes and acids to dissolve bone minerals [11,14]. The process
of bone remodelling, in which old bone is replaced by a new one, is a
complex process that occurs through coordinated actions of all types of
bone cells [15]. Trace elements present in bone tissue are highly involved
in the normal function of each cell type, while the deficiency of certain
elements can lead to increased osteoclasts activity, resulting in a decrease
in bone density and osteoporosis [1,15]. In a review article by Bose et al.
[1] the role of trace elements, which are crucial for bone metabolism and
in the process of bone remodelling was described in detail.
3

3. Biomimetic hydroxyapatite

If the ions are adsorbed or mixed within biomaterials without
entering the crystal lattice, rapid ion release can occur, which can have a
toxic effect on the surrounding tissue [16]. As explained by Li et al. [16],
ionic substitutions in the HAp crystal lattice provide a significantly lower
release rate, which ensures the long-term effectiveness of the ionic bio-
logical functions during the bone remodelling process. In the current
literature, the most commonly studied cationic species for HAp sub-
stitutions include Sr2þ, Mg2þ, Zn2þ, Naþ, Kþ, Liþ, Agþ, Fe2þ, Mn2þ, and
Cu2þ, while anionic species are CO3

2�, F�, SiO4
4�, SeO3

2�, and SeO4
2�.

3.1. Cationic substitutions

3.1.1. Strontium
In bone tissue, strontium (Sr2þ) is found in low concentrations be-

tween 0.008 and 0.010 at%, whereas the concentration in actively
metabolising bone can increase between 3 and 7 at%. This highlights the
important role of Sr2þ in the bone remodelling process [17]. Strontium
ranelate (Sr RAN) has been considered as a promising drug for the
treatment of osteoporosis, where Sr2þ has been shown to stimulates bone
signalling pathways affecting stem cell differentiation and regeneration
processes [1,18]. However, usage of Sr RAN may lead to side effects such
as cardiovascular risks, venous thromboembolism, myocardial infraction,
gastrointestinal discomfort, hypersensitivity, nausea, dermatitis, head-
ache, etc. [18]. As a result, the usage of Sr RAN is decreasing, while the
Sr-substituted HAp can be considered as an alternative way to introduce
Sr2þ ions to bone defect sites without causing negative side effects.

The ionic radius of Sr2þ (0.113 nm) is larger than that of Ca2þ (0.099
nm), suggesting that the incorporation of Sr2þ into the HAp crystal
structure leads to lattice relaxation of the surrounding atoms and an in-
crease in the unit cell parameters [16]. It was found that, due to longer
Ca1–O mean distances, a Sr2þ ion favors the occupation of a spatially
larger Ca1 sites. However, as the degree of Sr-substitution in the HAp
lattice increases, the repulsion between atoms in the Ca1 site leads to
enlargement of the c-axis which is partially restrained by the accom-
modation of Sr2þ ions at the Ca2 site [19]. Additionally, previous studies
have shown preferential occupation of the Ca2 sites with Sr2þ ions in the
geological and in the HAp obtained by the hydrothermal method [20,21].
As shown byMatsunaga et al. [19], the substitution energy at the Ca1 site
for Sr2þ ions is lower than that of the Ca2 site, while the substitution
energies for both sites decrease with increasing solution pH value.
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Moreover, the Sr-substitution degree increased with increasing Sr2þ

molar concentration in the HAp lattice. In particular, the higher Sr2þ

molar concentration is proportional to the larger activity of Sr2þ ions and
the substitution energy tends to decrease. As explained, the Ca1 site is
coordinated with nine oxygen atoms within the HAp structure, while the
Ca2 site has seven-fold coordination. Cations of larger size tend to
maintain a larger coordination number with surrounding anions, while
smaller-sized cations prefer to substitute at sites with smaller coordina-
tion number to reduce electrostatic repulsion between adjacent anions.
As expected due to the larger ionic radius, Stipniece et al. [17] found an
increase in lattice parameters when Sr was substituted in HAp. Ressler
et al. [22] and Bootchanont et al. [23] also found the same effect, and
determined the substitution of Sr2þ ions at the Ca1 site in the HAp lattice
by analysing the occupancy factor by Rietveld refinement method and
density functional theory calculations, respectively. In contrast to other
studies, Bigi et al. [24] determined a Sr2þ distribution between Ca1 and
Ca2 sites. Sr-substituted HAp, described in papers by Stipniece et al. [17],
Ressler et al. [22], and Bigi et al. [24], was obtained by the wet precip-
itation method, while Bootchanont et al. [23] used the sol-gel method. In
the study by Bigi et al. [24] the highest pH and temperature (pH ¼ 10, T
¼ 90 �C) were chosen as optimal synthesis parameters. As mentioned
earlier, an increase in the pH of precipitation solution leads to a decrease
in the substitution energies for both Ca sites in the HAp lattice. High pH
and low substitution energies for both sites may be a consequence of Sr2þ

distribution between Ca1 and Ca2 sites in the HAp lattice.
In addition, in vitro studies by Stipniece et al. [17] demonstrated that

samples with the highest Sr-substitution level (10 wt%) exhibited the
highest expression of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and enhanced expres-
sion of collagen type I (COLL I). The results indicated the key role of Sr2þ

ions in the maturation of osteoblasts into osteocyte cells and the bone
regeneration process. This was also supported by Geng et al. [25], who
prepared Sr-substituted HAp from eggshells, where HAp prepared from
biogenic precursors and especially HAp further enriched with Sr2þ ions
showed enhancement of characteristic osteogenic gene expression
Runt-related transcription factor 2 (Runx2), ALP and osteocalcin (OCN).
To further mimic natural bone tissue and enhance the biological per-
formance of Sr-substituted HAp, Luo et al. [26] and Ran et al. [27]
fabricated composite scaffolds based on substituted HAp and polymers
that mimic the extracellular matrix of natural bone tissue. In vivo studies
by Luo et al. [26] on 3D printed biomimetic scaffolds based on
Sr-substituted HAp and collagen have shown higher volume of newly
formed bone and improved regenerative properties of the scaffold
substituted with Sr2þ ions. A comparative study between Mg-, Zn-, Sr-,
and Si-substituted HAp and biopolymer chitosan (CS/HAp) hydrogels
was performed by Ran et al. [27], where an in vitro cell culture assay
showed that cells cultured on hydrogels with ionic substitutions (espe-
cially Sr-substituted) had a higher proliferation potential than the cells
cultured on the non-substituted hydrogel. The differences in proliferation
capacity of the cells cultured on different samples can be summarized in
the following order: Sr-CS/HAp > Si-CS/HAp > Zn-CS/HAp >

Mg-CS/HAp > CS/HAp.

3.1.2. Magnesium
Magnesium is one of the key ions in the human body, and ~60% of

Mg2þ is stored in human bone. Mg2þ ions can positively influence bone
metabolism, regulate osteoblast/osteoclast activity, cell adhesion and
proliferation, and differentiation of stem cells to osteoblast phenotype
[28]. It acts as a growth factor in the early stage of osteogenesis and bone
growth, while Mg2þ deficiency can lead to cessation of bone growth,
osteopenia and bone fragility [29,30].

As determined by Matsunaga [5], the formation energies of smaller
sized ions, Zn2þ and Mg2þ, in the HAp lattice decrease with the increase
of solution pH, as previously mentioned for larger sized Sr2þ ions. This
tendency is related to change in chemical potential for Ca2þ as a function
of solution pH, where Ca2þ concentration in the solution increases with a
decreasing pH. At low pH, Ca2þ ions are released from the HAp lattice
4

and exchange with substituent cations is difficult to occur, which is
evident in the increase in formation energies and vice versa when the pH
value increases. As explained by Matsunaga [5], when cations of smaller
size substitute Ca2þ ions, the surrounding O2� ions tend to move forward
to substitute cations due to ion size differences. As a result, O2� ions
approach each other, leading to electrostatic repulsion between them. To
reduce the electrostatic repulsion, some O2� ions are removed from the
surrounding cations, which results in a reduction in the coordination
number. Farzadi et al. [29] reported a decrease in the c-axis and a slight
increase in the a-axis, Cacciotti et al. [30] and Aina et al. [31] reported a
decrease in the c-axis and irregularity in the a-axis, while Bauer et al. [32]
reported a decrease in the c- and a-axes at lower degrees of substitution.
The decrease in the unit cell volume with Mg2þ is the result of a smaller
ionic radius (0.072 nm) compared to the Ca2þ ion [30,31].
Mg-substituted HAp is most often obtained by aqueous precipitation
method [29,31], while Bauer et al. [32] used a hydrothermal method.
The incorporation of substituted elements can make the HAp phase un-
stable and lead to the formation of undesirable secondary phases which
can have negative effect to the cells. The formation of secondary phases is
most evident with Mg-substituted HAp, where Farzadi et al. [29] re-
ported formation of Mg(OH)2, Cacciotti et al. [30] of brushite at higher
degrees of substitution, Aina et al. [31] β-tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP)
and Bauer et al. [32] et al. whitlockite (Wtc). Bauer et al. [32] found that
Mg2þ ions were preferentially incorporated into the Wtc phase compared
to HAp. The formation of secondary phases indicates a limited degree of
substitution of Mg2þ ions in the HAp lattice. However, the formation of
secondary CaP phases should not have toxic effect to the cells, while it
may lead to improved resorption properties and biological performance
of obtained multi-phase systems.

Chen et al. [28] reported that Mg2þ ions in HAp enhance cell
attachment, proliferation and differentiation of cells to an osteoblast
phenotype, as well as the expression of osteogenesis-related markers
(ALP, Runx2, COLL I and OCN). These findings are supported by the
results of He et al. [33], where Mg-substituted HAp enhances the dif-
ferentiation of stem cells into osteoblasts and expression of ALP and OCN.
In addition to osteogenic properties, Predoi et al. [34,35] determined the
antibacterial properties of Mg-substituted HAp against E. coli,
P. aeruginosa, S. aureus and C. albicans microbial strains.

3.1.3. Zinc
Zinc is one of the most important trace elements crucial for the normal

function of over 80 different enzymes, including those involved in bone
metabolism [36]. ALPs are glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol-anchored
Zn2þ-metallated glycoproteins which are released during the differentia-
tion process of osteoblasts in the early differentiation stage. Zn2þ plays a
crucial role in ALP expression, whereas ALP plays a role in generating an
alkaline environment that favours precipitation of CaPs andmineralization
of the extracellular matrix [1].

Compared to the Ca2þ ion, Zn2þ has a smaller radius (0.074 nm);
therefore, it is theoretically more suitable for substitution in the HAp
lattice in spatially smaller hexagonal Ca2 atomic sites (Fig. 3). However,
numerous studies have shown that the incorporation of Zn2þ ions into the
HAp lattice does not occur via simple ion exchange. It is more susceptible
to Zn2þ binding in the calcium-deficient HAp lattice, where a vacancy-
defect acts as a plausible atomic substitution site [5,37]. Although it is
challenging to determine where in the HAp lattice Zn2þ substitution
takes place, the decrease in unit cell lattice parameters and crystallinity
upon Zn-substitution is evident in most studies [38,39]. As reported by
Matos et al. [36], the Ca vacancy site, near the OH� channel, has more
structural flexibility, thus allowing Zn to form four-fold (bulk) and almost
four-fold (surface) coordination, as in ZnO, with more than 10%
shrinkage of the average bond length when compared with symmetrical
Ca2 sites. A similar explanation was given by Murata et al. [40], who
additionally reported that vacancies in Ca sites are important in consid-
ering the local atomic structure and stability of substitutional Zn2þ in
HAp. Friederichs et al. [41] proposed a new position for Zn2þ



Fig. 3. Zinc substitution on Ca2 site and at c-axis in the 2b position between two oxygen ions obtained by software VESTA 3 [7].
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substitution due to an decrease in the a-axis and an increase in the c-axis.
As explained earlier, these changes in lattice parameter could indicate
that Zn was inserted at the 2b hexagonal axis position where Zn expands
the distance between O4 (H–O) atoms apart, enlarges the c-axis and
distorts the nearby PO4

3� ions by attracting O3 (P–O) atoms and shrinking
the a-axis (Fig. 3). However, Tang et al. [42] explained the decrease of
the a-axis as an indication of Zn2þ substitution at the Ca2 site where OH�

ions move towards each other. Furthermore, the decrease in both a- and
c-axis upon Zn2þ substitution determined by Mardziah et al. [43] also
suggests that the contradictory results obtained from different studies are
the result of the complex substitution mechanism of Zn2þ. The wet pre-
cipitation method is most commonly used for the synthesis of
Zn-substituted HAp. Different results of Zn2þ position in HAp lattice and
different changes in lattice parameters may be result of different pre-
cursors and synthesis conditions (temperature, pH, etc.).

Almost all substitutional elements, especially smaller-sized ions,
reduce the crystallinity of HAp. One possible explanation for the inhi-
bition of crystal growth is that ions are partially incorporated into the
surface of HAp [44]. The ionic substitutions and crystallite size are
dependent on each other, and the degree of the disorder can be deter-
mined by various techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance, in-
elastic neutron scattering, X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption fine
structure spectroscopy, electron-spin resonance, electron paramagnetic
resonance, electron-nuclear double resonance, Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy. The substituted
ions in the HAp unit cell can differ significantly in chemistry, size, shape
and charge, resulting in a decrease in the long-range order [6].

Bhattacharjee et al. [38] obtained comparative in vivo studies
showing less bone in-growth and reduced mechanical anchorage in pure
HAp grafts compared to Zn-substituted HAp. Park et al. [45] reported
that Zn2þ has a positive effect on the differentiation of stem cells into
osteoblasts through activation of Runx2 via the cAMP-PKA-CREB sig-
nalling pathway, confirming the key role of Zn2þ in bone formation. Zn2þ

has antibacterial properties as it can interact with the microbial mem-
brane, causing structural changes and interacting with microbial nucleic
acids to prevent microbial replication. Ofudje et al. [46] found that the
antibacterial properties of Zn-substituted HAp increased with Zn2þ con-
tent, while non-substituted HAp lacked antimicrobial activity. Due to the
positive Zn2þ effect on stem cell differentiation and antibacterial prop-
erties, Zn-substituted HAp might be a good candidate to be used as a
coating on metal implants.

3.1.4. Monovalent cations
Monovalentmetallic ions, suchas lithium(Liþ), potassium(Kþ), sodium

(Naþ) and silver (Agþ), have been reported as promising substitutes in the
HAp lattice. Even though they have not been explored as previously pre-
sented ions, they can play a crucial role in the bone regeneration process.
5

3.1.4.1. Lithium. In recent years, owing to their pronounced effect on
bone mass and density increment, there has been a growing interest in
the possible use of Liþ ions as HAp lattice substituents [47,48].
Although Liþ (0.076 nm) has a smaller ionic radius than Ca2þ ions, and
theoretically should substitute at the Ca2 site, it is assumed that is
evenly substituted at both Ca1 and Ca2 sites [47]. Substitution of Liþ

ions leads to a decrease in HAp lattice parameters, as reported by Alicka
et al. [47] and Padmanabhan et al. [48], whereas Badran et al. [49] did
not determine the regularity in the a- and c-axis changes. For the syn-
thesis of Li-substituted HAp, Alicka et al. [47] used the precipitation
method, while Badran et al. [49] employed the sol-gel process followed
by microwave radiation treatment. In both studies pure Li-substituted
HAp was obtained without precipitation of additional crystalline pha-
ses. Padmanabhan et al. [48] synthesised Li-substituted HAp by a
sonochemical synthesis process in which Li3PO4 was detected at highest
Li-substitution level. According to these results, the precipitation
method is more suitable for the synthesis of Li-substituted HAp, as it
renders Liþ substitution at Ca sites avoiding the precipitation of addi-
tional phases.

Liþ ions can enhance the viability and osteogenic differentiation of
human stem cells by activating of the GSK-3β-dependent β-catenin/Wnt
signalling pathway. In addition, besides promoting the expression of
osteogenic markers, it can inhibit cell apoptosis and have a positive
effect on nerve regeneration [47]. Furthermore, Padmanabhan et al.
[48] reported a bactericidal effect of Liþ against pathogens, namely: (i)
Liþ ions could bind with proteins and deactivate them, (ii) Liþ ions
could interact with microbial membranes causing structural changes,
and (iii) Liþ ions could interact with the microbial nucleic acids, and
thus prevent microbial replication, as previously mentioned for Zn2þ

ions.

3.1.4.2. Sodium. The ionic radius of Naþ (0.102 nm) is similar to that of
Ca2þ ions, whereas the ionic radius of Kþ (0.138 nm) is larger, which can
influence the stability of HAp. The substitution of monovalent ions in the
HAp lattice requires charge compensation defects to maintain the
neutrality of the unit cell, while surrounding ions and/or groups may
undergo structural relaxation due to the ion radius difference [50].
Charge compensation can occur with simultaneous substitution of Naþ at
Ca2þ sites, while PO4

3� is substituted with CO3
2� or HPO4

2� ions [51].
Moreover, as explained by Matsunaga et al. [50], interstitial protons can
be introduced from the surrounding aqueous solution and act as charge
compensating defects. Na-substitution in the HAp lattice is more stably
formed, which may be partially related to the fact that Naþ is more
substituted in natural bone minerals than Kþ ions. Sugiura et al. [52]
reported that a higher concentration of Naþ ions in the surrounding
aqueous solution inhibited the formation of HAp, while OCP formation
from dicalcium phosphate dehydrates was enhanced.
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3.1.5. Transition metals

3.1.5.1. Silver. Ag-substituted HAp, Ca10-xAgx(PO4)6(OH)2-x, with 0 ¼ x
� 0.2, have received great attention because of the possible antibacterial
and cytocompatibility properties of the bone grafts [53,54]. In compar-
ison with Ca2þ ions, a larger Agþ radius (0.128 nm) indicates that the
silver (I) cation substitutes at the spatially larger Ca1 site of the HAp
lattice [16]. Fakharzadeh et al. [53] reported a linear expansion of the
unit cell volume when the Agþ concentration was increased to 15%,
whereas when the Agþ concentration was further increased to 20%, the
unit cell volume significantly decreased. This reduction can be attributed
to a local charge imbalance caused by vacancy-induced lattice relaxation.
Furthermore, Li et al. [16] noted an irregular change in the a-axis and
increase in the c-axis, while Kolmas et al. [55] and Singh et al. [56] re-
ported an increase in both the a- and c-axis. The Ag-substituted HAp was
obtained by various synthesis methods, mainly hydrothermal [16,54],
precipitation [55,57] and mechanochemical [53] method.

Recently, due to its exceptional antibacterial activity, silver has
shown to be a promising agent for controlling bacteria adhesion and
preventing biofilm formation, which has applications in the field of
biomedicine [54,55]. Shi et al. [54] reported increased protein adsorp-
tion on Ag-substituted HAp. In comparison to non-modified HAp, the
substitution-induced less negative surface potential, allowing more effi-
cient adsorption of biomolecules. Despite their high antibacterial activ-
ity, Agþ ions are not selective for bacteria, and concentrations greater
than 300 ppb in human blood can cause side effects and cell apoptosis.
Therefore, optimization of Agþ concentration in HAp grafts is crucial to
achieve optimal antimicrobial activity without negative effects on
healthy human cells. When the concentration of released Agþ ions ex-
ceeds 300 ppb, the toxic effect on cells prevails. The optimal properties of
cytocompatibility and antibacterial activity can be achieved when the
Ag-substituted concentration is in the range of 0.27–2.2 ppm, as reported
by Shi et al. [54] or 2–4 wt%, as reported by Roy et al. [58] and Fielding
et al. [59]. In contrast to the presented results, Singh et al. [56] reported
that Ag-substitution greater than 3 wt% is highly cytotoxic to mouse
fibroblast cells. S. aureus is one of the most common organisms associated
with postoperative wound infections around bone implants [55]. As re-
ported by Kolmas et al. [55], Agþ ions are known to form bonds with the
thiol group in the cell membrane and promote the formation of reactive
oxygen species, which inhibits the attachment of S. aureus to the solid
surface. The possible toxic effect of Ag þ ions on human cells can be
counterbalanced by co-substitution with ions (e.g. Sr2þ, Mg2þ) that
promote proliferation and differentiation of osteoblast [16].

3.1.5.2. Iron. A small amount of Fe-substitution has been found in
mineral bone tissue and some studies have shown that Fe2þ/Fe3þ can
improve tissue regeneration, whereas in vitro studies have demonstrated
that Fe2þ/Fe3þ deficiency can lead to inhibition of osteoblast cell
mineralization [60]. Balakrishnan et al. [61] reported a decrease in HAp
lattice parameters a and c upon Fe3þ (r ¼ 0.064 nm) substitution, which
is due to the smaller ionic radius compared to Ca2þ ions. These results are
supported by the study of Chandra et al. [62] and Panseri et al. [63], who
found that Fe2þ/Fe3þ ions can be substituted at Ca2 sites and give
supermagnetic bioactive Fe-substituted HAp. Jiang et al. [64] found that
the six coordinated Ca2 site is energetically favoured for Fe2þ substitu-
tion, while the four coordinated Ca1 site is favoured for Fe3þ substitu-
tion. Contrasting results were reported by Predoi et al. [60] where an
increase in both a and c cell parameters was noted. Themain limitation in
their study is that the authors determined one Fe-substitution level,
whereas ionic substitutions are usually investigated in a range of sub-
stitution levels. In addition, the authors offered no explanation for the
increase in lattice parameter. The increase in cell lattice parameter may
be result of Fe2þ/Fe3þ substitution at different positions in the cell unit
and not at Ca1 and Ca2 sites. As previously mentioned, Zn2þ can be
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inserted at the hexagonal axis 2b site, resulting in an increase in the
c-axis. Other possible positions for Fe2þ/Fe3þ should be considered and
additionally investigated. The Fe-substituted HAp is most commonly
obtained by precipitation [60,63] and hydrothermal [62] methods,
where pure Fe-substituted HAp was obtained without formation of other
crystalline phases.

3.1.5.3. Copper. Copper is another trace element crucial for normal
metabolism in the human body. Cu2þ ions have a positive effect on cell
proliferation, angiogenesis, differentiation of stem cells toward the
osteogenic phenotype, and cell migration, while inhibiting osteoclast
activity. To further investigate the beneficial effects of Cu2þ on bone
regeneration process, Cu-substituted HAp was prepared [65,66]. In their
work, Othmani et al. [67] described the preparation of Cu-substituted
HAp according to Eq. (1):

10-xCa2þ þ xCu2þ þ 6PO4
3� þ 2OH� → Ca10-xCux(PO4)6(OH)2 (1)

where the value of x is in the range 0 ¼ x � 4. As a result of the smaller
ionic radius of Cu2þ ions (0.073 nm), compared to Ca2þ ions, the sub-
stitution of HAp by Cu2þ results in the reduction of lattice a and c pa-
rameters, followed by a decrease in crystal size, thermal stability and
degree of crystallinity. It was reported that at a lower Cu2þ content (<10
at%) the contraction of the lattice along the c-axis appeared to be larger,
indicating a substitution at the Ca1 site, while at a higher Cu2þ content
(>10 at%) the contraction along the a-axis was slightly larger, indicating
substitution at the Ca2 site [67]. Contrary to all expectations, Ai et al.
[65] prepared Cu-substituted HAp in which the increase in the a and c
lattice parameters was determined. One possible explanation for the
contrasting results is the different preparation method of Cu-substituted
HAp, where Othmani et al. [67] used direct synthesis in aqueous medium
by the co-precipitation method, while Ai et al. [65] immersed
non-substituted HAp in CuSO4 solution to obtain Cu-substituted HAp. It
can be concluded that the precipitation method results in substitution of
Cu2þ at Ca sites, while immersion of non-substituted HAp in a solution of
Cu2þ ions leads to it being positioned in the HAp OH-site channel. The
highest antibacterial properties against E. coli and S. aureus were deter-
mined at the highest analysed Cu2þ content (15 wt%); however, the
highest concentration showed toxicity to stem cells. As reported, HAp
with 5 wt% Cu2þ substitution obtained effective antibacterial properties
with a positive influence on bone marrow stem cell proliferation [65].

3.1.5.4. Manganese. Manganese is a core element in the human body
and is crucial for protein and nucleic acid synthesis, carbohydrate
metabolism, osteogenesis and cell adhesion to Mn-substituted coatings
[68]. Oliveira et al. [68] substituted manganese in the HAp lattice and
determined the decrease of lattice parameters with increasingmanganese
concentration, especially for c-axis. The reported results indicate that
manganese prefers substitution at the Ca2 site at low temperatures,
especially in the less ordered lattice and with CO3

2� substitutions
(B-type). With increasing temperature and release of CO3

2� ions, the HAp
structure increases in order and substitution of manganese at the Ca1 site
is preferred. The Mn-substituted HAp is mainly synthesised by precipi-
tation method [68,69], and the precipitation of Mn-substituted HAp was
found without formation of new crystalline phases.

Zilm et al. [69,70] conducted theoretical and experimental studies on
substituted 3d-transition metals in HAp with the formula Ca10-xMx(-
PO4)6(OH)2, where M¼Mn, Co and Fe. The reported studies have shown
that the incorporation of these ions into the HAp lattice was sufficient to
induce a transition from the diamagnetic behaviour of pure HAp to the
paramagnetic behaviour, with the observed magnetization values in the
order Mn-HAp > Fe-HAp > Co-HAp. However, Co-HAp has shown high
toxicity to mouse calvaria cells (MC3T3) and cannot be used as a
biomaterial, while Mn-substituted HAp supports cell proliferation.
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3.2. Anionic substitutions

3.2.1. Carbonate
Natural bone minerals contain a significant amount of CO3

2� ions
(Table 2) that partially substitute for both PO4

3� in the B sites of the HAp
structure (B-type substitution) and OH� in the A sites (A-type substitu-
tion), as shown in Fig. 4 [8]. The B-type substitution is a preferred type
found in natural bone minerals, where the A/B type ratio is in the range
0.7–0.9, Ca10-x(PO4)6-x(CO3)x(OH)2-x-2y(CO3)y with 0 ¼ x � 2 and 0 ¼ x
� x/2, and with a higher A/B ratio in old tissue, compared to young
tissue. A-type substituted HAp Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2-2y(CO3)y, with 0¼ y� 1,
can be prepared by heat treatment of HAp at 800–1000 �C in a dry CO2
atmosphere known as high-temperature apatite [71,72]. B-type
substituted HAp Ca10-x(PO4)6-x(CO3)x(OH)2-x with 0 ¼ x � 2 is mostly
synthesised by the wet precipitation method under atmospheric condi-
tions known as low-temperature apatite [73]. However, bone minerals
contain Naþ ions located in Ca sites, and B-type substitution is favoured
when Naþ ions are present as a result of charge balance according to the
formula Ca10�xNa2x/3(PO4)6�x(CO3)x(OH)2�x/3 with 0 ¼ x � 3, while
A/B-type Na-substituted HAp can be described by the formula Ca10-y-
Nay[(PO4)6-y(CO3)y][(OH)2-2x(CO3)x] with x � y (Fig. 4) [51,71,74].
Moreover, the charge compensation of the B-type substitution can occur
through the combination of Ca2þ and OH� vacancies, and can be
self-compensating when both A- and B-type CO3

2� substitutions are pre-
sent [73]. In the case of A-type carbonate substitution, charge compen-
sation can occur through OH� vacancies. The B-type substitution in the
HAp lattice is energetically neutral (ΔH¼�1 kJ mol�1), while the B-type
substitution leads to an energetically favourable B-type defect when
charge balancing by monovalent ions occurs simultaneously (ΔHNa ¼
�71 kJ mol�1, ΔHK ¼ � 6 kJ mol�1) [13].

The significant scientific contribution in the field of preparation and
characterization of CO3-substituted HAp was made by the research group
of R.Z. LeGeros [75–77]. The main analysis to distinguish the difference
between the A- and B-substitution types is FTIR spectroscopy. It has been
widely accepted that the bands located at ~1545, ~1450–1457, and
~880 cm�1 are characteristic of the A-type, while the spectral intensities
at ~1465, ~1413, and ~873 cm�1 correspond to the type-B substitution
[51,78]. Germaini et al. [79] stated that 4.4 wt% of A/B type
carbonate-substituted HAp could be a potential material for bone
regeneration process as it positively affects cell proliferation and differ-
entiation without using biomolecules as growth factors. Kasai et al. [80]
determined that a higher percentage of CO3

2� substitution (11.6 and 16.0
wt%) provides better cell adhesion, while Hesaraki et al. [81] found
improved cell proliferation and differentiation compared to stoichio-
metric HAp. The improved biological performance of the CO3

2�

substituted HAp can be a consequence of higher restorable properties, as
noted by Borkowski et al. [82]. In addition, Wopenka et al. [6] suggested
Fig. 4. Crystal structure of HAp with A- and B-type CO3
2� substitution with c
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that a high degree of CO3-substitution in the bone apatite plays a key role
in constraining apatite crystals at the nanometer scale. This is consistent
with the larger size of enamel crystallites, which have significantly lower
CO3-substitution levels than bone apatite, while dentin has a similar
crystal size and CO3-substitution level as bone apatite.

3.2.2. Fluoride
The substitution of various ionic forms (i.e. Sr2þ, Mg2þ, Naþ, CO3

2�,
SeO3

2�, SeO4
2�, and SiO4

4�) leads to destabilization of the HAp unit cell, a
decrease in stability and an increase in solubility, resulting in a higher
released ion concentration suitable for cell metabolism. However, a
lower solubility of HAp is required for certain biological applications. As
reported by Tredwin et al. [83], F� substitution of OH� ions increases the
crystallite size, crystallinity and dissolution rate of Ca2þ and PO4

3� ions in
HAp. The decrease in dissolution rate declines in the order
Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 > Ca10(PO4)6F0⋅5(OH)1.5 > Ca10(PO4)6F1(OH)1 >

Ca10(PO4)6F2. As explained by Zhang et al. [84], the distortion of the
HAp lattice due to the substitution of larger ions causes hydrogen ions
(Hþ) of HAp to arrange in the interatomic gap adjacent to the oxygen ions
(O2�), forming randomly oriented OH� groups. However, after OH� is
substituted by F� ions, due to the higher affinity of F� ions for O2� ions,
the Hþ of the OH� group combines with the surrounding F- ions and
forms an ordered prismatic crystal structure. As a result, the chemical
stability of the HAp structure increases and solubility decreases with
increasing degree of F� substitution.

As a consequence, the F-substituted HAp resulted in a significant in-
crease in biocompatibility. Wang et al. [85] reported that F� ions have a
positive effect on cell proliferation, ALP activity and OCN expression,
especially in Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2-xFx with 0.8 < x < 1.1. The ionic radius of
F� ions (0.132 nm) is smaller than that of the OH� ions (0.168 nm); thus,
the F-substitution in the HAp lattice causes a decrease in the a-axis,
whereas a significant change in the c-axis has not been determined [86,
87]. Kannan et al. [86] obtained F-substituted HAp with AB-type car-
bonate substitutions from highly porous cuttlefish bone by the hydro-
thermal conversion to HAp, with partially and fully substituted F� ions
according to Eq. 2-4:

10CaCO3 þ 6(NH4)2HPO4 þ2H2O → Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 þ 6(NH4)2CO3 þ
4H2CO3 (2)

10CaCO3 þ 6(NH4)2HPO4 þ NH4F þ2H2O → Ca10(PO4)6OHF þ
6.5(NH4)2CO3 þ 3.5H2CO3 (3)

10CaCO3 þ 6(NH4)2HPO4 þ 2NH4F → Ca10(PO4)6F2 þ 7(NH4)2CO3 þ
3H2CO3 (4)

Pure HAp transforms to β-TCP at about 1000 �C, while some ionic
substituents such as Mg2þ ions stabilise β-TCP even at lower tempera-
tures [87]. However, as reported by Bianco et al. [87], F-substituted HAp
harge compensating Na-substitution obtained by software VESTA 3 [7].
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showed higher thermal stability with a stable structure up to 1300 �C. A
recent literature review by Pajor et al. [88] on F-substituted HAp high-
lights the importance of fluorapatite in dental applications due to its
lower solubility in acidic environments compared to pure HAp.

3.2.3. Silicate
In 1970, a pioneering study by Carlisle [89] demonstrated the

importance of silicon in bone regeneration, formation and growth. The
research has been confirmed by numerous studies, with an increasing
number of studies on silicon and silicon-substituted HAp (Ca10(PO4)6-x
(SiO4)x (OH)2-x) since 2002. The major scientific contribution in the field
of Si-substituted HAp was made by the research group of W. Bonfield
[90–94].

The incorporation of SiO4
4� groups into the HAp lattice is considered a

promising way to increase the dissolution rate, osteoblast cell activity
and regenerative properties [95]. Theoretically, substitution of the
smaller PO4

3� with a larger SiO4
4� tetrahedral form causes an increase in

HAp unit cell volume. Numerous studies [96,97] reported an increase in
the a and c lattice parameters upon SiO4

4� substitution in HAp as a result
of longer Si–O (0.161 nm) compared to P–O (0.155 nm) bond length.
After substitution, charge balance is achieved either by the loss of the
OH� group with vacancy formation or by hydroxylation of an O2� anion
[98]. The loss of OH� groups as a compensatory mechanism is energet-
ically favourable when substitution and loss occur in the same layer and
unit. The main characterization techniques reported in the literature to
determine substitution in the HAp lattice are vibrational spectroscopy
techniques (FTIR and Raman) and diffraction-based methods (X-ray and
neutron diffraction). In most studies, the increase in the a and c lattice
parameters, along with the presence of characteristic Si–O bands of SiO4

4�

tetrahedra, were the main indicators for the PO4
3� group substitution.

However, these results could not directly demonstrate whether SiO4
4�

was fully incorporated into the HAp lattice or remained at the grain
boundary. Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR) spectroscopy
can provide information about the connectivity or degree of condensa-
tion of the SiO4

4� tetrahedral [96]. Q denotes the SiO4
4� tetrahedron and n

represents the number of connected tetrahedral units [96,98]. The ranges
of chemical shifts in HAp with varying degrees of condensation of tet-
rahedron are shown in Fig. 5, where the chemical shift values for this
figure were taken from several solid-state 29Si NMR studies on
Si-substituted HAp. The Q0 indicates that isolated SiO4

4� substituted PO4
3�

tetrahedron in the HAp lattice, while Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4 are characteristic
Fig. 5. Ranges of chemical shifts in HAp with varying degrees of condensation
of SiO4

4� tetrahedral. Chemical shift values adapted from [96�103].
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for “silica-gel” with no spatial connection to the HAp structure, or could
indicate on partially or fully connected silicate network on the HAp
surface [96�103] (see Fig. 6).

Kim et al. [104] obtained Si-substituted HAp from cuttlefish bone, in
which the initial cell adhesion of human stem cells was promoted
compared to non-substituted HAp. The presence of the Si–OH layer on
the HAp surface could promote cell adhesion, as the Si–OH group could
promote the functional representation of the integrin-binding domain of
adsorbed proteins. The presence of Si increased cell proliferation, DNA
content, and expression of osteogenesis-related genes (ALP, Runx2 and
OCN), and promoted bone formation in vivo [104].

3.2.4. Selenium
Once considered a toxic element, selenium (Se) is now known to be an

essential element in the human body having antitumor properties,
beneficial effects on bone growth, antioxidant and antibacterial effects
[105]. Moreover, Se has selective functions in bone regeneration pro-
cesses and in cancer therapy, such as in the treatment of osteosarcoma
and hepatocellular carcinoma. The aim of using Se-substituted HAp is to
induce an inhibitory effect on the development of malignant bone cells
while increasing the activity of healthy bone cells [106]. Uskokovi�c et al.
[105] confirmed the assumption of selective anticancer properties of
Se-substituted HAp in vitro, finding inhibitory effects on osteosarcoma
cell lines while normal fibroblasts remained intact. Many studies have
indicated that the anticancer effect of selenium against several human
cancer cell lines is associated with an increase in the level of intracellular
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [107]. Moreover, in vivo studies by Wang
et al. [108] on osteosarcoma cells in BALB/c mice indicated that the
mechanism of Se-HAp-induced ROS generation and the subsequent
caspase-dependent apoptosis involves both extrinsic and intrinsic
apoptosis pathways. It has been found that Se-HAp material with the
highest selenium content inhibited cancer growth with a reduction in the
tumour weight and volume. A recent review of the literature on the
anticancer potential of selenium in osteosarcoma was published by Pang
et al. [107]. The antibacterial properties of Se-substituted HAp were
tested against E. coli, S. aureus, S. epidermis, S. enteritidis, and
P. aeruginosa, showing increased antibacterial activity against E. coli and
S. aureus [105,109–111].

Wei et al. [106] prepared SeO3
2� substituted HAp, in which the a

lattice parameter and unit cell volume increase and the c lattice param-
eter decreases with SeO3

2� substitution. The HAp unit cell volume in-
creases due to the longer bond length of Se–O (0.164 nm) than that of
P–O (0.155 nm), while the volume of selenite (238 pm, trigonal pyra-
midal) and phosphate (239 pm, tetrahedral) ions is almost identical
[109]. However, lattice parameters show opposite results, with both
Uskokovi�c et al. [105] and Zhang et al. [112] reporting a decrease in both
a and c lattice parameters, while Ma et al. [113] reported no regular
change in a and decrease in the c lattice parameter. Se-substituted HAp is
usually obtained by hydrothermal [112] and precipitation method [105,
106,113], while Uskokovi�c et al. [105] additionally investigated the
method of ion-exchange sorption after HAp precipitation. It has been
determined that a significantly lower amount of selenite ions was
incorporated in the post-precipitation ion-exchange sorption compared
to the direct precipitation method. The difference in the reported changes
in the lattice parameters upon Se-substitution could be a result of
different precursor and synthesis conditions (time, temperature, pH,
etc.).

The triply charged phosphate ion, substituted with doubly charged
ions, i.e. SeO3

2� and SeO4
2�, in the HAp lattice leads to the simultaneous

release of Ca2þ and OH� ions and the creation of vacancies to maintain
charge balance according to Eq. (5) [109]:

Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2þxSeOn
2� →Ca10-x(PO4)6-x(SeOn)x(OH)2-x þ xPO4

3� þ xCa2þ

þ xOH� (5)

where x is the content of SeO3
2� and SeO4

2�, and n may be 3 or 4



Fig. 6. Crystal structure of HAp in which a trigonal selenite pyramid (green) has substituted phosphate tetrahedra (purple) obtained by software VESTA 3 [7]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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depending on whether a selenite or selenite ion has been substituted. The
most commonly used analysis to detect SeO3

2� and SeO4
2� in HAp samples

is FTIR spectroscopy, where bands at 840 and 776 cm�1 are attributed to
the asymmetric stretching of the SeO4 tetrahedron and O–Se–O bending
vibrations can be detected due to the incorporation of selenium [106,
109]. Furthermore, Kolmas et al. [114] used ssNMR, where 77Se δiso for
SeO3

2� and SeO4
2� in the HAp lattice can be found in the 1024–1050 ppm

and 1257–1300 ppm ranges, respectively.
The amorphization effect has been reported for most Se-substituted

HAp samples. As explained by Uskokovi�c et al. [105], it can be closely
linked to the incongruence of ion transfer at the HAp/solution interface
and three different assumptions are reported: (i) the first step of HAp
nucleation is the formation of phosphate network, while the integration
of selenite into the phosphate network could disrupt lattice growth and
reduce its long-range order, (ii) the selenite ions can inhibit lattice dis-
solution/reprecipitation, the process by which primary amorphous par-
ticles age into crystalline units, (iii) the selenite ions dissolve in the
double charge layer, which may result in only a small friction of ions
being incorporated/substituted into the unit cell lattice, suppressing the
Debye screening length, and thus reducing the degrees of freedom and
lowering the crystalline order in the system.

4. Co-substituted hydroxyapatite

Single-substituted HAp bone grafts have shown improved biological
performance both in vitro and in vivo; however, they usually do not pro-
vide the multiple functions desired by clinical applications. Therefore, it
is reasonable to assume that using co-substituted HAp may further
enhance the beneficial effects of the individual substituent [1]. The
simultaneous influence of two or three substituents on the physi-
ochemical and biological properties of HAp has been a subject of research
Fig. 7. Schematic of synthesis methods for ionic substituted HAp and effect
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in numerous studies. Co-substituted HAp can be prepared either from
synthetic precursors with the addition of trace elements and/or biogenic
sources. The introduction of ionic impurities may act as internal anti-
bacterial agents (Agþ, Zn2þ, Cu2þ, and F�), bone metabolism stimulators
(Mg2þ, Sr2þ, Mn2þ) or anti-cancer factors (SeO3

2�, SeO4
2�, Fe3þ) [115].

The desired material properties for a particular bone application can be
tuned by a combination of key ions. A schematic of the synthesis methods
for ionic-substituted HAp and the effects of certain ions on anti-cancer,
osteogenesis and antibacterial properties are presented in Fig. 7.

4.1. Synthetic co-substituted hydroxyapatite

According to the biomimetic approach, biomaterials should mimic
the organic and inorganic phases of the host tissue and the chemical
composition of the inorganic apatite phase in bone tissue [10]. The most
promising way to obtain trace element content similar to natural apatite
is co-substitution [1,116]. Co-substitution can be achieved by charge
balancing in the HAp lattice. For example, partial substitution of PO4

3� by
CO3

2� (B-type) is often balanced by partial substitution of Naþ by Ca2þ.
The increase in CO3

2� and Naþ substitution increased HAp solubility,
while increasing the F� content decreases HAp solubility [6,54,71]. The
synergistic effect of diverse ions can be adjusted to obtain the desired
dissolution rate of the biomaterial. The outcomes of co-substitution on
biological performance obtained from recent studies are summarized in
Table 3.

4.1.1. Dual-substituted hydroxyapatite
Ullah et al. [124] prepared Sr/Fe co-substituted HAp in which an

increase in lattice parameters was observed with an increase in the Sr2þ

degree of substitution and vice versa in the case of Fe3þ substitution. The
variation in lattice parameters suggests that both incorporated ions
of certain ions on anticancer, osteogenesis and antibacterial properties.



Table 3
Synthesis methods of co-substituted hydroxyapatite and biological performance
on cultured cells.

Co-substituents Synthesis
method

Biological performance Ref.

Zn2þ,SeO3
2- PM cytotoxic for BALB/c 3T3 mouse

fibroblasts
[115]

Zn2þ,Cu2þ ED antibacterial properties, promoting
the MC3T3-E1osteoblasts cell
viability

[117]

Zn2þ,Sr2þ HM antibacterial properties, cytotoxic
limit of Zn2þ was enhanced, promote
cell proliferation, attachment and
adhesion

[118]

Sr2þ,Agþ HM cytotoxic limit of Agþ was enhanced, [119]
HM antibacterial properties, promote

ALP activity in vitro, high
osteoinductivity in vivo, cytotoxic
limit of Agþ was enhanced

[16]

Sr2þ,Mg2þ HM enhanced cell attachment,
proliferation and differentiation of
MG63 cells

[120]

Sr2þ,Cu2þ ED promote ALP activity of MC3T3-
E1osteoblasts

[121]

Sr2þ,Bi3þ Microwave-
assisted PM

antibacterial properties [122]

promote bone formation process by
coupling of immunomodulation with
enhanced angio- and osteogenesis

[123]

Sr2þ,Fe3þ Sonication-
assisted PM

support the hMSCs adhesion,
proliferation and osteogenic
differentiation

[124]

promote ALP activity, calcium
deposition, and regulated OPN and
OCN expression levels in vitro

[125]

Sr2þ,F� HM antibacterial properties, promote
ALP activity

[116]

Mg2þ,Cu2þ HM biocompatible for fibroblast cell
lines: L929 and MRC-5

[126]

SiO4
4�,Agþ PM enhanced osteoconductive

properties in vivo
[127]

Zn2þ,SiO4
4�,CO3

2- MM promote cell proliferation in vitro [128]
Sr2þ,Si4þ,Agþ ED released Sr2þ/Si4þ ions enhanced

cell proliferation, increased
osteogenesis related genes
expression and offset the potential
cytotoxicity of Agþ ions

[129]

BO3
3�,Sr2þ,Mg2þ Microwave-

assisted PM
promote osteogenic differentiation
of the osteoblast-like Saos-2 cells

[130]

Sr2þ,Agþ,F� ED induce bone formation, high early
bone integration ability

[84]

Zn2þ,Sr2þ,F� HM promote proliferation of L929
fibroblasts and MC3T3-
E1osteoblasts, promote ALP activity

[131]

PM, precipitation method; HM, hydrothermal method; ED, electrolytic deposi-
tion; MM, mechanochemical method.
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partially substitute Ca2þ ions in the HAp lattice [124,125]. The incor-
poration of Sr2þ and Fe3þ into the HAp lattice improved the biome-
chanical features, thus making it a potential candidate for drug delivery
system, a heat mediator in hyperthermia and as an implant material in
the development of hard tissues [124].

Geng et al. [120] obtained Sr/Mg co-substituted HAp whose crystal-
linity decreased significantly with the addition of substituted ions,
especially Mg2þ. Smaller ions affect the growth kinetics of the HAp c-axis
in pseudophysiological solutions, by inhibiting the growth rate of the
c-axis via absorption at the kink sites of the two-dimensional islands. In
the obtained system, theMg2þ ion was a destabilizing factor for the phase
composition, crystallinity, thermal stability and lattice parameters. The
Sr2þ ions showed complete substitution for Ca2þ ions, whereas only
partial substitution of Ca2þ by Mg2þ ions could be achieved. The partial
substitution of Mg2þ ions in this study, together with the previously
mentioned observations on Mg2þ and Zn2þ substituted HAp, indicated
limited substitution of smaller sized ions. This is in a good agreement
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with studies by Matsunaga et al. [5,19] in which the ionic substitution
energies for larger ions (Sr2þ) are lower than the energies for smaller
sized ions (Mg2þ and Zn2þ).

As shown in Table 3, Sr2þ ions are commonly used in co-substituted
HAp to enhance osteogenesis and offset the potential negative effect of
certain ions. Even though it is classified as a heavy metal, bismuth is
considered as a non-toxic element and therefore can be used as a sub-
stitution element for HAp (BixCa10-x(PO4)6(OH)2) [122]. Ahmed et al.
[122] prepared Sr/Bi-co-substituted HAp (BixSryCa10-x-y(PO4)6(OH)2) by
microwave-assisted precipitation method. The c/a ratio decreases with
the increase of Bi3þ content, indicating the preferential crystal growth in
a-plane instead of c direction. The Bi3þ with an ionic radius of 0.103 nm
leads to a decrease in a-axis and favours substitution at the Ca2 site, while
at the same time Sr2þ prefers substitution at the Ca1 site. Sr/Bi
co-substituted HAp has shown high antibacterial activity against E. coli
and is a good candidate to be used as a coating material for metal im-
plants. Similar to bismuth, Cu2þ substituted HAp also shows high anti-
bacterial activity; however, it could be toxic to human cells if the
concentration exceeds a critical point. If the molar concentration is below
the critical point, Cu2þ has beneficial effect by improving cell activity and
proliferation of osteoblast cells, and may also influence osteogenesis
protein expression [117,132]. To obtain a material with good osteogenic
and antimicrobial properties, Sr/Cu co-substituted HAp was prepared
[121]. In addition, Sr2þ ions could counterbalance the cytotoxicity of
higher Cu2þ concentrations and stimulate osteogenic growth. The ion
release study showed that the release of Sr2þ and Cu2þ ions from the
crystal lattice was linear on the time scale, suggesting that
Sr/Cu-containing coatings can provide a continuous platform for ion
release.

In addition to strontium, Zn2þ ions also play a key role in osteogenesis
during the bone remodelling process. However, previous studies have
reported that a critical concentration of Zn2þ ions (>1.2 wt%) could
cause cytotoxicity [133]. To improve the limit of Zn2þ content for anti-
bacterial properties without potential cytotoxicity, Ullah et al. [118]
co-substituted HAp with Sr2þ and Zn2þ ions. The cytotoxic limit of Zn2þ

was significantly increased up to 6 wt %, with good biocompatibility and
excellent antibacterial properties against E. coli and S. aureus. It should be
highlighted that Zn2þ ions in Sr/Zn co-substituted HAp, as ions of smaller
size with limited degree of substitution, play a destabilizing role on the
phase composition, crystallinity, lattice parameters and thermal stability.
Furthermore, a research study by Laskus et al. [115] on Zn/Se
co-substituted HAp reveals a complex mechanism of Zn2þ and SeO3

2�

substitution. Contrary to most studies, the obtained results confirmed the
presence of an outer layer surrounding the core of the HAp samples
containing Zn2þ ions, while the most probable substitution mechanism
for SeO3

2� is a facile diffusion into the structure of HAp.
A similar balance to the toxicity of Agþ ions was obtained by co-

substitution with Sr2þ ions, as reported by Li et al. [16].
Ag-substitution in the HAp lattice prevents direct contact between Agþ

and tissue, which further reduces cytotoxicity, while Sr2þ ions compen-
sate for Agþ cytotoxicity and enhance the osteogenesis of the obtained
samples. After Sr/Ag co-substitution the 2Ѳ values of the (002) and (300)
diffraction peaks shifted to the left, indicating that the lattice parameters
increased due to the larger ionic radius of Agþ and Sr2þ compared to Ca2þ

ions. The obtained material showed that during ion release, the sub-
stituents did not interfere with each other, and a high antibacterial ac-
tivity against E. coli and S. epidermidis was observed. Lim et al. [127]
obtained Ag/Si co-substituted HAp and it was found that the obtained
bone graft promoted bone differentiation properties by increasing ALP,
COLL I and OCN expression, and inhibited the growth of S. aureus both in
vitro and in vivo.

Together with Cu2þ and Zn2þ, Agþ shows antibacterial activity
against various Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria as an excellent
antimicrobial agent. There are few proposed bactericidal mechanisms of
metal ions causing different types of injuries to microbial cells as a result
of oxidative stress, protein dysfunction or membrane damage [119]. The



Table 4
Comparative composition of hydroxyapatite obtained from cuttlefish bone
(HAp_c), eggshells (HAp_e) and seashells (HAp_s).

HAp_c HAp_e HAp_s

Sr (mol%)a 0.49 0.12 0.20
Na (mol%)a 0.74 0.13 0.34
Mg (mol%)a 0.60 1.40 0.26
Al (mol%)a 0.06 0.05 0.07
Fe (mol%)a 0.08 0.06 0.07
Ba (ppm)b 1318.02 24.23
Cr (ppm)b 1.80 1.59
K (ppm)b 524.72 149.00
Li (ppm)b 1.60 1.31
Mn (ppm)b 0.36 6.02
S (ppm)b 0.006c 589.37 0.000
Si (ppm)b 0.02c 0.52 10.26
Ca/Pa 1.48 1.55 1.58

a Data from the rows are from Ref. [137].
b From Ref. [138].
c From Ref. [139].
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Agþ ions can penetrate the bacterial cell wall and, due to the high affinity
of silver towards thiol groups, bind to the ribosomal proteins, nucleic
acids and respiratory enzymes. This leads to inhibition of the bacterial
replication process and eventually to cell death. In addition, Agþ ions can
initiate photocatalytic reactions to produce superoxide anions and hy-
droxyl radicals, thereby inactivating related proteins and triggering
apoptosis [84]. However, similar to other antibacterial ions, Agþ can be
toxic to human cells and the toxicity can be counterbalanced, as
described by Geng et al. [119].

4.1.2. Triple-substituted hydroxyapatite
Most recent studies have been focused on triple-substituted HAp and

attempts are made to find the best combination of ions for the desired
properties. Gao et al. [134] obtained Si/Sr/F co-substituted HAp which
showed improved biocompatibility and osteoconduction properties
compared to non-substituted HAp, while Zhang et al. [84] obtained
Sr/Ag/F co-substituted HAp. The introduction of Ag þ into the HAp lat-
tice shifted the apatite diffraction peak to lower 2Ѳ values, while
diffraction peak obtained after incorporation of F� ions is shifted to
higher 2Ѳ values. When Sr2þ, Agþ and F� ions were simultaneously
substituted in the HAp lattice, there was no significant shift in the
diffraction peaks. The decrease in ion release with the introduction of F�

into the Sr/Ag co-substituted HAp indicated that F� ions play a leading
role in the stability of the HAp lattice, as discussed earlier in Section
3.2.2. After immersion of co-substituted HAp in PBS, the ion release
increased rapidly and then stabilised gradually. The initial release of Agþ

ions may cause cytotoxicity, but at the same time, the release of Sr2þ ions
increases cell viability and balances the potential Ag þ cytotoxicity. The
Sr/Ag/F co-substituted HAp showed high antibacterial properties against
E. coli (96.2%) and S. aureus (96.3%) which are the main bacteria's in
clinical bone infections. The properties of Sr/Ag/F co-substituted HAp
highlight the advantages of combining of individual ion functions,
including chemical stability, enhanced biological activity, and antibac-
terial properties [84].

Furthermore, Zn/Sr/F co-substituted HAp was obtained by Xiao et al.
[131]. The substitution of Zn2þ and Sr2þ ions in the lattice leads to dis-
tortions and lattice deformations, which hinder further substitution,
resulting in a decrease in the degree of substitution. However, the degree
of substitution of Zn2þ and Sr2þ ions increases when HAp contains F�

ions due to higher lattice stability. The same rapid release of Zn2þ and
Sr2þ ions was observed in the studies by Zhang et al. [84]. However, the
incorporation of F� ions decreases the solubility and ion release. More-
over, the Zn/Sr co-substitution increased the proliferation of MC3T3-E1
cells and the secretion of ALP, while Zn/Sr/F further enhanced the bio-
logical performance of HAp, indicating a crucial role of F� ions [131].

Qiao et al. [129] obtained Si/Sr/Ag co-substituted HAp in which the
incorporation of SiO4

4�, Agþ and Sr2þ did not result in lattice distortion,
hinder crystal growth or decrease in crystallinity. A possible explanation
for this outcome is that the substituted ions are fully incorporated on the
surface of the obtained sample. The first 5 days were characterised by
rapid Agþ ion release, while the ion release was reduced from 6 to 14
days. The ion release of antibacterial metals is important in the first 14
days after surgery when infections usually occur. The increased
osteoinductivity was attributed to Sr2þ and SiO4

4� ions, while the anti-
bacterial activity was attributed to Agþ ions. This research highlights the
possibility of incorporation of the substituents on the surface of the
prepared HAp samples. Incorporation on even small amounts of trace
elements on the surface of HAp or incorporation into the amorphous
phase cannot be excluded in other studies in the same research field.

Yedekci et al. [130] obtained a B/Sr/Mg co-substituted system in
which, when the substituent amount was increased over x þ z � 1 or y þ
z � 1 for Ca10-x-yMgxSry(PO4)6-z(BO3)z(OH)2, the bi-phasic system was
obtained. In particular, with increase of Mg2þ substitution degree the
amount of β-TCP phase also increased. The reported results further
confirm the limited level of Mg2þ substitution in the HAp lattice. Velj-
kovic et al. [126] prepared Mg/Cu-substituted HAp and confirmed the
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destabilizing effect of smaller size Mg2þ ions on the HAp structure,
leading to the stabilization of HAp-β-TCP and the suppression of the
β-TCP-α-TCP transition. Furthermore, Cu2þ ions can generate reactive
oxygen species (ROS) which induce oxidative stress in cells. E. coli and
E. faecaliswere found to be sensitive to Cu2þ ions; however, bacteria such
as S. aureus express the mechanism that protects them from the toxic
effect of Cu-induced ROS activity. Huang et al. [117] reported similar
antibacterial properties of Zn/Cu co-substituted HAp against E. coli as for
Mg/Cu-substituted HAp, and Zn2þ released at a concentration of 0.26
μg/ml in a culture medium was reported to be antimicrobial. Addition-
ally, Zn2þ ions can counterbalance the potential cytotoxicity of Cu2þ

ions, thus promoting cell viability.
In the aforementioned studies regarding triple-substituted HAp, the

osteogenic ions (Sr2þ, F�, SiO4
4�, Zn2þ, Mg2þ) enhanced cell prolifera-

tion, increased the expression levels of osteogenesis-related genes, and
simultaneously counterbalanced the potential cytotoxicity of Agþ and
Cu2þ ions without reducing antibacterial efficacy.
4.2. Biogenic co-substituted hydroxyapatite

HAp obtained from biogenic sources is better accepted by human
organism because of its physiochemical similarity to biological CDHAp.
Widely used biogenic sources include HAp minerals extracted from bio-
waste of bovine, pig or fish bone, synthesised from eggshells, or ob-
tained from the exoskeleton of marine organisms such as cuttlefish bone,
seashells, corals and starfish [12]. A recent review of the literature on
methods for extracting HAp from waste materials of natural sources,
including mammals, aquatic or marine sources, shellfish, plants and
algae, was provided by Pu'ad et al. [135] and Bee et al. [136]. The use of
allogeneic bone grafts from bovine or pig bone carries the risk of
immunological rejection or disease transmission to the patients [10]. As a
result, many recent studies have focused on the synthesis of HAp from
CaCO3-based biogenic sources, mainly from cuttlefish bone, eggshells
and seashells. HAp obtained from different biogenic sources exhibited
different ionic compositions (Table 4). By using CaCO3-based biogenic
sources as precursors of Ca2þ ions, co-substituted HAp can be obtained,
with elemental content similar to that of natural bone minerals.

Several systematic studies have been conducted to evaluate the
osteogenic properties of HAp obtained from biogenic sources. Kim et al.
[140] found that HAp_c granules supported more define bone regener-
ation than pure HAp in a rabbit bone defect model in vivo. This study is in
agreement with an in vivo comparative study of HAp_s and HAp_e as bone
graft materials by Lee et al. [138], who confirmed the advantage of using
biogenic sources for HAp synthesis. After 8 weeks the regenerated bone
volume was 10.20 � 7.24 mm3 for HAp_s, 15.59 � 7.23 mm3 for HAp_e
and 4.20 � 2.85 mm3 for pure HAp. Cestari et al. [141] obtained CaPs
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from cuttlefish bones, mussel shells, and chicken eggshells. Among the
different CaCO3 sources, eggshell-derived HAp promoted the best cell
adhesion and proliferation during 5-days cell culture. Ressler et al. [137]
prepared composite scaffolds based on the biopolymer chitosan, HAp_c,
HAp_e, HAp_s and pure HAp. The scaffolds based on HAp_c and HAp_e
showed improved biological performance compared to scaffolds based on
HAp_s and pure HAp.

Eggshells, seashells and cuttlefish bones are composed mainly of
CaCO3 (~95%), while the rest is organic matter and mineral salts [142].
The hen eggshell is composed of CaCO3, an organic component, and ~1%
magnesium carbonate [143,144], while the aragonite structure of
Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of raw cuttlefish bone (A) and cuttlefish bone
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cuttlefish bone is stabilised by Sr2þ ions [142,145]. Consequently, the
higher concentration of Sr2þ and Mg2þ ions in HAp_c and HAp_e could be
a reason for the better proliferation and osteogenic performance of bone
grafts obtained from cuttlefish bone and eggshell. The use of cuttlefish
bone as a HAp precursor not only provides key elements for bone
regeneration, but also a highly porous scaffold when the structure of
cuttlefish bone is preserved by using the hydrothermal method for HAp
synthesis (Fig. 8).

The physiochemical and biological properties of co-substituted HAp
structures obtained from biogenic sources can be manipulated with
additional substitutions with essential elements. Geng et al. [25]
after hydrothermal conversion into HAp (B); made by A. Ressler.
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additionally substituted HAp_e with Sr2þ ions (HAp_eSr) and examined
the expression of osteogenesis-related genes, including Runx2, ALP and
OCN, after 14 days of cell culture. The expression of all
osteogenesis-related genes was significantly increased in cells cultured
on HAp_e and HAp_eSr, compared to cells cultured on pure HAp. In
addition, the expression of genes in HAp_eSr was significantly higher
than in the HAp_e sample. A study conducted by Pal et al. [145] and
Ressler et al. [22] showed that Sr2þ ions were successfully substituted
into the HAp_s and HAp_c lattice. Karunakaran et al. [146] substituted
HAp_s with Mg2þ ions, while Bauer et al. [32] incorporated Mg2þ ions
within HAp_c. In this work, Bauer et al. [32] demonstrated that the
expression of osteogenesis-related genes in human mesenchymal stem
cells cultured on HAp_cMg revealed enhanced osteogenic properties. The
authors prepared a Mg-substituted bi-phase system of HAp and Wtc by
the hydrothermal conversion of cuttlefish bone, where the Mg2þ ions are
preferentially incorporated into the Wtc phase. The scaffold with the
HAp/Wtc weight ratio of 90/10 exhibited higher compressive strength
and a higher degree of osteogenic differentiation of human stem cells
compared to the non-substituted HAp scaffold.

5. Conclusion remarks and future perspectives

Growth factors are frequently used in CaP ceramics to promote dif-
ferentiation and bone regeneration processes. Recently, doubts have
been raised regarding the safety of growth factors, as their initial release
can result in ectopic or unwanted bone formation. Therefore, alternative
pathways for bone formation and regeneration have been investigated.
The introduction of essential elements within HAp induces the desired
effects. In biological apatites, different substitution species (Sr2þ, Naþ,
Zn2þ, Mg2þ, SiO4

4�, CO3
2�, F�, etc.) with specific biological performances

are found. It is clear that bone grafts can have antimicrobial, osteogenic,
and anticancer properties by mimicking the elemental content of bio-
logical apatites and selective substitutions. The complex structure of
natural bone mineral interactions makes it difficult to assign a single
substitution mechanism. Atomic changes and charge balancing induced
by ionic substitutions can result in complex modification/transformation
in microstructure, solubility and surface charge that may influence the
bioactive response.

Although numerous studies have been focused on improving HAp
properties by substituting key trace elements, future research should
focus on co-substituted HAp, determining the appropriate combination
and degree of ion substitution. A limited number of studies have per-
formed comprehensive in vitro and in vivo biological characterization of
substituted and co-substituted HAp. Therefore, crucial points for detailed
characterization of co-substituted HAp should be in vitro and in vivo
studies to determine the suitable substitution degree of each element for
enhanced biological properties of human stem cells.

After determining the appropriate combination and degree of sub-
stitution of key elements, future studies should focus on the shape and
microstructure of scaffolds based on co-substituted HAp to evaluate the
functional behaviour of bone cells. The synergistic effects of co-
substitution, pore size and particle size of HAp should be determined.
Nowadays, studies on HAp scaffolds are focused on fabrication by addi-
tive manufacturing (AM) techniques because they allow the fabrication
of complex architectures by incorporating HAp and other bioactive ele-
ments into the scaffolds for bone regeneration [147–150]. Future chal-
lenges will be fabrication of co-substituted HAp scaffolds without
formation of unwanted phases. Moreover, the fabrication of triple peri-
odic minimal surface (TPMS) in the field of bioceramics, specifically
HAp, still present many challenges when compared with other HAp
scaffolds with homogenous or heterogeneous pore size existing in liter-
ature for non-load bearing applications. In the future, a new AM process
needs to be developed to fabricate complex TPMS structures of HAp to
unlock its potential for bone fracture repair.
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Some studies based on composite scaffolds were mentioned in this
review. This is another promising way where the potential bone scaffolds
based on biomimetic co-substituted HAp and a polymer matrix have been
obtained. The polymer mimics the organic phase of natural bone tissue
(collagen), while the substituted HAp mimics biological CDHAp. The
biomimetic microenvironment based on organic and inorganic phases
should further enhance the biological performance of synthetic materials
for potential use in bone tissue engineering applications. Highly porous
scaffolds based on an organic matrix and co-substituted HAp can over-
come the lack of vascularization of bone grafts based on CaP without
porosity. Moreover, future studies should focus on the use of biogenic
organic and inorganic sources for scaffold fabrication, as these scaffolds
are better accepted by the human body due to their similar chemical and
physical properties.

Ample amount of work has to be done in the field of substituted HAp
before clinical trials and commercial implementation. As this is a
promising route towards suitable biomimetic scaffolds for bone regen-
eration, significant efforts are required to obtain scaffolds with the
required properties and future commercial applications. Since bone tis-
sue engineering is a multidisciplinary field, the knowledge of materials
science, engineering principles, and cell biology is required. Therefore,
collaboration between chemists, material engineers, biologists, bio-
engineers and clinicians is required to obtain suitable materials for use in
bone tissue engineering applications.
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